“Struck by Lightning” Supplementary Materials
Additional Group Exercise about Medical Studies
Working cooperatively with your group, consider the following question:
Your group has just been appointed as the editorial board for the new medical research
journal Trustworthy Results. As a group, design your journal’s policy for how to handle
medical studies that are submitted for publication in your journal, especially those which
claim that some drug is successful at curing some disease. This may include designing
a questionnaire, and/or registration process, and/or protocol, and/or submission system,
that authors must follow when submitting studies to your journal.
Examples of issues you might consider are: How will you ensure that legitimate research will get published, but misleading research claims will not? What standards of
proof will you require? How will you avoid problems involving biased researchers or funders? How (if at all) does you policy depend on whether or not the disease is serious? not
serious? If the study is favourable? unfavourable? If the study’s funding is from the drug
company? from a university? confidential? If the study’s author is a famous scientist? an
unknown? And so on.
[Please give quite a bit of detail about your policy, including as many different aspects
as you can think of. Take your time with this question! However, note that your journal
only has enough funds to provide basic editorial and secretarial services, and to get experts
to review documents which have been submitted, but not enough funds to conduct your
own supplementary medical studies or investigations.]
Once your group has agreed on everything about your policy, then write it up clearly
and completely, on a separate sheet of paper, with all group members names at the top.
Part II (after the instructor tells you to):
Exchange journal policies with another group. Read the other group’s policy, and then
evaluate it, as follows (on a separate piece of paper, i.e. do not write anything directly on
the other group’s policy write-up itself).
(a) What aspects of this policy do you particularly like, and why?
(b) In what ways might a rich but unscrupulous drug company, that wishes to
sell their new drug even though it may not be effective, manage to get favourable but
questionable research results about their drug published in a medical journal having this
policy?
(c) In what ways might a legitimate medical researcher, with important and valid
and truthful medical information, be unable to publish their research in a medical journal
having this policy?

